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Introduction

Although autoimmune hemolytic anemia (AIHA) is uncommon, it remains one of the best characterized human autoimmune diseases. It results from the production of specific complement- and/or non-complement-activating autoantibodies (aab) to red blood cells (RBCs). These aab may lead to RBC destruction of variable extent (hemolysis) and anemia. Most importantly, the class and characteristics of the causative aab play a role in the patient’s treatment and outcome. However, treatment is usually commenced independent of aab behavior [1–6].

In cases where RBC destruction cannot be compensated by an increase of erythropoiesis, the affected patients may develop hypoxemic anemia which invariably requires urgent treatment. However, there is no drug available which can abruptly halt or compensate significant hemolysis. In addition, none of the administered drugs are always effective, and the beneficial effect is not predictable.

Currently, all treatment options are based on small retrospective studies, case reports, recommendations, traditional treatments, or self-empirical experiences [7–12]. Moreover, all of the drugs used in the treatment of AIHA are largely or partly directed against the patient’s natural immune system, which may, in turn, extensively derail the immune system due to treatment. In addition, many patients are currently well-informed about their disease, treatment options, and risks, including those related to the drugs used for treatment. This may sometimes result in mistrust and impaired compliance of affected patients. Indeed, this is a real dilemma for both the treating physicians and the affected patients in that the success of a treatment cannot be predicted and complications due to treatment cannot be invariably avoided.

In this review, I will focus on the treatment of AIHA of the warm type (wAIHA) and discuss the most relevant data for each treatment. Our results from treated patients during the last two decades will be presented in a separate publication.
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RBC Transfusion

Based on the nature of wAIHA, the affected patients usually have a positive direct antiglobulin test (fixed aab), and about 40% also free (serum) aab which react with the vast majority or the entire available donor RBCs. This scenario of an incompatible blood supply and transfusion is a challenging issue for all participants, including patients, serologists (laboratory side), and physicians (clinical side).

Numerous reports have addressed the risks surrounding blood transfusion in patients with AIHA [13–15]. Therefore, considerable efforts are frequently made prior to blood transfusion. These measures may unnecessarily jeopardize severely anemic patients. We have repeatedly demonstrated that the incidence of alloimmunization, as well as the occurrence of adverse hemolytic transfusion reactions, is unnecessarily overestimated in patients with wAIHA and that positive serological cross-matches do not prevent necessary blood transfusion in these patients [16–18]. This notion has been supported by other reports encouraging blood transfusion in patients with decompensated AIHA [19, 20]. Ultimately, blood transfusion is the most rapidly effective measure in patients with hypoxic anemia, and prior to the introduction of corticosteroids in the early 1950s, affected patients were treated exclusively with blood transfusion and/or splenectomy. In addition, based on a recent retrospective analysis it has been suggested that whole blood exchange is an effective measure in severely affected patients [21].

The efficacy of blood transfusion in AIHA has been discussed in previous studies and may be explained by the natural limitation of Fe- and C3b-mediated phagocytosis [16, 18]. Alternatively, the vast majority, if not all, severely affected patients would be lost due to uncontrolled haemolysis and anaemia. In all cases where the causative aab are incapable of activating the terminal complement components (C5–9), the affected patients may survive for a long period of time without treatment. Indeed, even severely affected patients may initially demonstrate a rapid followed by a rather gradual aggravation of anaemia despite increasing haemolysis. Namely, the capacity of macrophages is limited by its nature and may further diminish due to ongoing hemolysis and RBC transfusions. Thus, a considerable portion of the transfused RBCs may survive, at least, for a short amount of time in the circulation. This may not only somewhat assist in compensating haemolysis and the oxygen supply but may also help in achieving the desired effect of the used therapeutic drugs. Most important, I recommend commencing therapy prior to blood transfusion, i.e., administration of 1–2 mg/kg/day prednisolone. If patients are already under treatment, no additional measures prior to transfusion are required.

Corticosteroids

Although a long-lasting beneficial effect is only achieved in less than 15–20% of patients treated with steroids, these compounds are generally accepted as the first-line therapy in wAIHA [3–12]. In fact, I am not aware of a single patient who has not, at least initially, been treated with steroids. This may be explained by the long history of steroid use in AIHA, the lack of an alternative, and the abrupt effect, which may achieved within a number of days in rare cases or within 1–3 weeks in the majority of cases [5, 8–12]. In addition, there is an obscure phenomenon that some patients may immediately feel well upon administration of steroid therapy (≥100 mg). Although the reason for this subjective feeling remains unclear, this measure remains attractive for the involved physicians at bedside. However, steroids are relatively or entirely contraindicated in many patients with comorbidities, including diabetes and uncontrolled hypertension, obesity, osteoporosis, peptic ulcer, psychosis, cataract, and prematurity (children). In addition, all of these comorbidities may result from steroid treatment.

If treatment with steroids is tolerable, the standard practice is to commence with a short-term (<2–3 weeks) dose of 1–2 mg/kg/day of prednisolone or prednisone until stabilization. However, a longer-lasting stable condition or remission may be achieved in only less than 20% of patients who do not develop significant side effects. The incidence of side effects is significantly higher in patients receiving steroids for a long period of time, and has even been observed in many patients who receive only 5–7.5 mg/day. Thus, Cushing’s syndrome is not a rare complication in such cases. To avoid or to minimize these complications, a combination therapy with azathioprine or cyclophosphamide is indicated in almost all cases. After stabilization, corticosteroids should be gradually reduced to a minimum dose or even stopped (table 1).

In severely affected patients, treatment with pulsed high-dose dexamethasone at 40 mg/day for 4 days is more rapidly effective than that with prednisone or prednisolone [22]. However, no difference between outcomes has yet been proven.

Azathioprine/Mycophenolate Mofetil

Patients, who do not adequately respond to corticosteroids prior to the development of side effects and/or within 2–3 weeks, and patients, who cannot be treated with steroids, may be treated with azathioprine (3–4 mg/kg/day) alone or in combination with adequate doses of steroids, i.e., elderly patients and/or patients with diabetes. If necessary, treatment may be commenced with high-dose steroid therapy and azathioprine to achieve rapid stabilization. Subsequently, a stepwise reduction of steroid doses is essential in most cases. Replacement of azathioprine with mycophenolate mofetil (1–2 g/day) may be helpful [23, 24] in patients who demonstrate signs of azathioprine intolerance, i.e., abdominal pain, significant leukopenia, persistent increase of liver enzymes, or other severe side effects.

Unfortunately, the use of azathioprine in AIHA has rarely been well documented, and valuable information, such as duration of treatment, long-lasting side effects, and most importantly or character of the causative aab, is lacking in almost all of the reported cases. The importance of the latter point is reflected by the differ-
ence between Fc- and C3b-mediated phagocytosis. In my experience, azathioprine or mycophenolate mofetil with steroids is effective in most patients (70–80%) with wAIHA (table 1). This is supported by the outcome of a study performed on a large number of dogs treated with azathioprine and prednisolone [25]. This treatment combination resulted in remission of AIHA in the majority of treated dogs.

**Cyclophosphamide**

Low-dose oral cyclophosphamide (1–2 mg/kg/day) in combination with steroids, as described for azathioprine, is indicated in patients who do not respond well or do not tolerate treatment with azathioprine or mycophenolate mofetil and/or high-dose steroids. In my experience, cyclophosphamide and steroids stabilize the vast majority of patients (80–90%) with AIHA within 1–4 weeks. If the compensation of hemolysis appears to be inadequate or insufficient, as reflected by the number of reticulocytes, a high-pulse treatment with erythropoiesis-stimulating agents is useful in almost all cases (table 1). As soon as hemolysis is stabilized, steroid therapy should be reduced and that of cyclophosphamide when patients develop significant neutropenia and/or reticulocytopenia.

Although this regimen has been used over a number of decades for the treatment of refractory AIHA, available data on the efficacy of this treatment are limited in many aspects, and do not reflect the true results which would be obtained from a consequently applied therapy. The most recognized side effects observed are leukopenia, infections, impaired fertility, teratogenicity, and an increase in the prevalence of neoplasia [4].

The idea to use heroic doses of cyclophosphamide (50 mg/kg/day for 4 days) for the treatment of refractory AIHA [26–28] is associated with a number of high risks and unpredictable outcomes. Similarly, the intravenous administration of 0.5–1 g within the span of 1 day is often abortive. In summary, although data concerning treatment with cyclophosphamide remains limited, there is considerable evidence that the drug has been applied much more widely and is more effective than has been reported. Ultimately, AIHA is a rare disease, and the results of reported and most of the treated patients have not been consequently described and remain speculative. During the last decade, treatment with cyclophosphamide has been largely replaced by rituximab, although not by the author.

**Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation**

Treatment of patients suffering from refractory AIHA [29] with hematopoietic stem cell transplantation is not recommended. In addition, other valuable treatment options, including the use of monoclonal antibodies, are now available.

**Rituximab and Other Molecules**

Rituximab is a potent anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody that destroys B lymphocytes via complement activation. Subsequently, these cells remain depleted from the circulation for approximately 1 year. The drug is primarily used for the treatment of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and other hematological malignancies [30]. In AIHA, treatment with rituximab has increasingly been used as a result of uncontrolled studies and, presumably, a battle of publications. Meanwhile, several hundreds of patients have been treated with rituximab, but the results cannot invariably be attributed to monotherapy with this drug. Rituximab is used as a second-line therapy in non-responder patients who have been treated recently with other drugs or who received rituximab during treatment with other drugs [31–41]. Thus, an additive effect cannot always be excluded. Until now, no known studies have addressed the use of rituximab as a first-line monotherapy in AIHA. In addition, there is evidence that rituximab causes, though rarely, severe side effects, including infections, serum sickness, acute respiratory distress, progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy, and presumably induction of malignant lymphoma [42–46]. Moreover, follow-up studies exceeding 5 years are lacking, and long-term severe side effects cannot be excluded. Most importantly, during the last decade,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Response to treatment (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prednisolone/prednisone</td>
<td>1.0–2.0 mg/kg</td>
<td>1–3 weeks 70–80 ≤20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dexamethasone</td>
<td>4 × 40 mg/day</td>
<td>few days 70–80 ≤20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclomophosphamide‡</td>
<td>1–2 mg/kg</td>
<td>1–8 weeks 60–70 ≤20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splenectomy</td>
<td>1–4 cycles / 2–4 weeks</td>
<td>few days &lt;50 &lt;50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
*Based on published data and my experience (for comparison see text and cited references).
**Significant improvement or remission.
† Usually combined with prednisolone or prednisone (after stabilization reduced to low dose ≤ 7.5 mg/day).
+Following previous treatment with or in combination with other drugs (see text).
the drug has also been used extensively in the treatment of autoimmune thrombocytopenia (ITP). A recent multicenter, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial [47] does not support the initial results in ITP patients, which is quite similar to AIHA in roughly most aspects including pathogenesis and treatment [48].

Most patients (60–70%) respond well to treatment with rituximab (table 1), but only 20% of patients may achieve a minimum of 5 years in remission [31, 36, 37]. The effect of treatment with rituximab is unpredictable and is usually not abrupt. Whether the immediate effect of treatment in isolated cases may be related to a transitory saturation of macrophages due to the mass of destroyed B lymphocytes rather than immune modulation remains speculative. Whatever the mechanisms leading to an abrupt or delayed response may be, the data related to AIHA treatment with rituximab have been generated from heterogeneous studies and patients, and no randomized studies have been performed comparing standard therapy with rituximab as monotherapy. In addition, many of the treated patients had chronic lymphocytic leukemia or lymphoma and treatment with rituximab was not only justified but also clearly indicated.

A recent evidence-based focused review showed a partial response rate between 33 and 77% and a complete remission rate between 29 and 55% [11]. Why some authors prefer to use this treatment [10, 12] is unclear. Whether or not response differed between patients with non-complement and those with complement-activating aab is currently unknown.

Interestingly, the beneficial effect of rituximab appears to be much better in neonates and children than in adult patients with AIHA [49–53]. The question regarding long-lasting side effects in children remains obscure.

The value of newly developed molecules including ofatumumab and alemtuzumab [54, 55], bortezumib [56], anti-FcRn [57], TNT003 (an inhibitor of the serine protease C1s) [58], peptide inhibitors of C3 activation [59], IgG-specific endoglycosidase EndoS [60], kinase inhibitors [61], bispecific antibodies [62], or multivalent antibodies [63] has not been well examined in AIHA.

In summary, the actual effect of a rituximab monotherapy is unknown, and there is no possibility to characterize patients who may respond to treatment with rituximab alone as a first- or second-line therapy.

Splenectomy

Although a large number of studies dealing with splenectomy in AIHA have been published during the last century, the results remain somewhat inconclusive and do not allow for a final conclusion to be drawn when splenectomy is clearly indicated. Comparable to data from other therapies, the available data stem from heterogeneous patients who were neither serologically nor clinically well characterized. Theoretically, patients with Fc-mediated phagocytosis may respond better than those with complement-mediated phagocytosis (C3b) or intravascular hemolysis. In addition, the incidence of infections following splenectomy appears to be higher than has yet been suggested [64–66]. Most importantly, the outcome is unpredictable, and severe complications including thrombosis, overwhelming infection, and even death may rarely occur. Although laparoscopic splenectomy is now increasingly used [67, 68], the use of monoclonal antibodies may help to avoid splenectomy in many patients who do not respond to standard therapy [10, 12]. Prior to splenectomy, patients should be vaccinated with the quadrivalent meningococcal polysaccharide, polyvalent pneumococcal and Hemophilus influenza type B vaccine [69].

The rate of long-term response to splenectomy is highly variable in published studies and ranges between 25 and 80%, but there are no evidence-based data regarding the true cure rate [4, 7, 70–73]. The first series of patients (n = 28) was described by Chertkov and Dacie [70] in 1955. After a 5-year period, only 2 of these patients remained in remission. Allgood and colleagues [7] reported on a complete response in 17 of 28 patients in 1 year, and 6 were found to have relapsed. Based on the available data, approximately 38–70% of patients with AIHA may respond to splenectomy [5], although data regarding durable remission remain unclear. My own experiences with splenectomy in severely affected and therapy-refractory patients are rather unpromising.

Erythropoiesis-Stimulating Agents

Recombinant erythropoiesis-stimulating agents are used in the treatment of anemia due to diminished erythropoiesis, i.e. renal anemia [74]. Recently, we successfully treated a series of AIHA patients with recombinant erythropoietin and/or erythropoietin biosimilar. The beneficial effect of this treatment may be explained by different mechanisms, including further stimulation of erythropoiesis, decrease in the number of aab per RBC, prolongation of RBC lifespan, and presumably inhibition of eryptosis [75]. Although the mechanism behind this effect remains unknown, the use of these agents is quite encouraging and should be further characterized and optimized.

Other Drugs

An isolated number of patients have been found to benefit from plasmapheresis [76, 77], danazol [78], cyclosporine A [79, 80], and vincristine-loaded platelets [81]. High-dose intravenous IgG may be effective in children [82, 83] rather than in adults [84, 85].

Discussion

There is no doubt that advances in the understanding of AIHA have steadily increased. However, our knowledge is, similarly to that of other autoimmune diseases, limited in several aspects. Therefore, we may infrequently make premature decisions that may result in failure. The most optimal therapy is the recognition and elimination of the causative factors of any disease. However,
this remains impossible in primary AIHA as all available treatment options are primarily unspecific and directed against our physiological immune components, i.e. macrophages, T and B lymphocytes, or complement. Further attention should be paid to specific therapeutic measures rather than to marketing support and/or the use of unspecific agents. Unfortunately, several reports are abortive and serve either for marketing and/or self-prestige purposes. The motive for data publication must be scientifically and morally sounded, and not of benefit for the author.

As has been descriptively demonstrated, none of the used drugs is specific, and a beneficial effect has not been predictable in any single reported case. Thus, the conclusion from a recent evidence-based focused review is correct that ‘the evidence available for the treatment of AIHA is sparse and of low methodological quality, being predominantly small case series’ [11]. The recommendations made by these authors were of 2 C level (evidence from randomized and observational studies with major methodological flaws or other sources of evidence, e.g. case series).

Prior to the era of rituximab, treatment of AIHA was largely based on corticosteroids with or without the use of azathioprine or cyclophosphamide. Since 1980, I have treated many patients with AIHA and have also been involved in the management of several hundreds of AIHA patients. Although hemolysis was initially quite difficult to control in several patients, the vast majority, if not all, survived or had the opportunity to survive hemolysis per se. If the patient deceased, the reason was found to be related to failures in patient management rather than to uncontrolled hemolysis, misdiagnosis [86], inadequate treatment, treatment complications, or refusal of blood transfusion due to in vitro serological incompatibilities [18]. Replacement of the aforementioned standard therapy by rituximab, in my opinion, is currently unlikely. First, an abrupt therapeutic effect required for severely affected patients is unpredictable and may only occur in isolated cases. Second, the beneficial effect of rituximab without any recent or concomitant treatment with steroids and/or other drugs remains unknown. In addition, rituximab is not yet licensed for the treatment of AIHA, and may cause immediate or sometimes severe side effects, which may overweight AIHA, such as multifocal leukoencephalopathy. Similarly, an escalation of therapy by using rituximab plus dexamethasone or other immunosuppressive drugs [87, 88] is somewhat difficult to justify in patients with benign diseases.

I would like to emphasize that rituximab may be helpful only in some instances. In a previous study, we reported on the first use of rituximab in patients with therapy-refractory AIHA [89, 90], but the overwhelming success observed in those patients may be attributed to an additive effect to previous therapies or to an exceptional observation.

**Recommendations to Treatment of Primary wAIHA**

Current treatment options are predominantly based on expert opinions. However, none of the published recommendations is able to cover all aspects which should be obligatory to consider...
prior to commencement of any treatment. We must take into account that primary wAIHA is a benign rather than a malignant disease, and the outcome of any treatment should be acceptable or at least objectively justified. Thus, treatment of wAIHA remains to be individualized on the basis of severity of hemolysis and anemia, comorbidity, age, sex, lifestyle, and patient’s compliance. Future studies should focus on the role of aab and their capability to activate in vivo complement.

Based on my experiences in this field, patients with significant hemolysis are, if tolerable, initially treated with prednisolone or prednisone (1–2 mg/kg) (fig. 1). If necessary, a better effect may be achieved with pulsed high dexamethasone administration (40 mg/day for 4 days). Once the patient has been stabilized, the corticosteroid prednisolone or prednisone dose should be reduced to 15 mg/day and following complete remission to less than 5–7.5 mg/day. Patients who may not tolerate treatment with corticosteroids or who do not respond to high doses of corticosteroids within 2 weeks should be treated with azathioprine (2–4 mg/kg) as soon as possible, particularly elderly patients. An alternative to azathioprine is mycophenolate mofetil (1–2 g/day). However, the drug of choice in refractory cases is cyclophosphamide (60 mg/m²/day). In all cases, a combination with low-dose corticosteroids (after stabilization, ≤7.5 mg/day) and erythropoietin is often helpful (fig. 1, 2). Rituximab is indicated in patients refractory to the aforementioned therapeutic combinations. Only few or isolated patients benefit from splenectomy, plasmapheresis, danazol, or cyclosporine A. High-dose intravenous IgG has been effective in children with AIHA secondary to infections. Finally blood transfusion remains the most effective life-saving measure in patients with hypoxic anemia.
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